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MAX PETITPIERRE SPEAKS
ON NEUTRALITY

Many people viewing Switzerland
from the outside find, naturally enough,
that her highly-prized neutrality is
something difficult to understand. They
fail to see how what appears as a prin-
ciple of snug uninvolvement and aloof-
ness can be upgraded into the corner-
stone of a foreign policy. The problem
is age-old and men as politically aware
as Paul Henri Spaak and Jean Rey
have outspokenly expressed their mis-
trust of Swiss neutrality. Max Petit-
pierre, the man who has done more
than anything else to vindicate this neu-
trality since the war and the leader of
our foreign policy for 20 years has
made a significant conference on this
subject at the University of Berne, the
text of which was reproduced in full in
the "Gazette de Lausanne". The fol-
lowing is a digest of his conference.

Mr. Petitpierre began his exposi-
tion with the situation at the end of the
war. Those were the days when the
credit of Swiss neutrality had fallen at
its lowest ebb. No wonder. After all,
almost every country of Europe save
two or three neutral countries had
come ruined and battered out of the
war. Switzerland had escaped un-
scathed and trim like a green lawn,
having not participated in the war
effort. It was understandable that she
should have been viewed with some
irony by those who had paid the price
of peace. England and America were
very cool towards Swiss neutrality at
the end of the war. Italy, Germany,
Austria were vanquished or occupied
and their position had little weight at
that particular time. Neither was
France in amiable terms with her small
neighbour. She had refused to accredit
the Minister that was sent by Berne to
Paris in 1945. There remained Russia.
She had not forgotten that, of all the
members of the League of Nations,
Switzerland had been the only one to
oppose the Russian entry 11 years be-
forehand. And earlier still, after the
Lausanne conference of 1922, the
criminal court of Vaud had acquitted
the murderer of the Soviet delegate.

Switzerland had attempted to establish
diplomatic relations in 1944 but this
effort was rebuffed. None of the im-
portant powers present at the founding
assembly of the United Nations had
therefore any wish or interest in allow-
ing Switzerland a special treatment
and when they drew the United Nations
Charter they did not even mention the
case of Swiss neutrality explicitly. It
naturally followed that an integrally
neutral nation could not take part in a

collective, political and defensive agree-
ment as laid down in the U.N. Charter.

Paul Henri Spaak. Belgium's for-
eign minister, was the Chairman of the
first General Assembly of the United
Nations, held in New York in Decern-
ber 1945. Mr. Max Petitpierre saw him
in Paris before the Assembly and put
forward the Swiss point of view to him.
Paul Henri Spaak has since become an
outspoken opponent of neutrality (to
which his own country has twice ad-
hered with no success, in two wars)
but at the time promised to read out a
letter handed to him by Mr. Petitpierre
in the General Assembly should the
question of Swiss membership emerge
in the debates. It did not and the letter,
which clearly explained the Swiss posi-
tion, was never published. This letter
was reproduced with the article in "La
Gazette de Lausanne" and clearly
underlines that membership to the
United Nations would have gone
against the neutrality to which Switzer-
land had abided in 130 years of history
and which was constitutionally laid
down. In it, Mr. Petitpierre explained
that the decision to adhere to the U.N.
could not be taken by the Federal
Chambers but had to be taken by both
the Swiss people and the cantons and
that they would most certainly reject
any adhesion to the U.N. accepted at
the sacrifice of the principle of integral
neutrality. Thus it can be said that the
Swiss policy of neutrality, which is still
ruling today despite increased criticism
and the recent adhesion to the Nuclear
Non Proliferation Treaty (seen by some
as an abandonment of neutrality or a

relaxation of its principle) was initiated
in 1945 under the inspiration of Mr.
Max Petitpierre. It was he who, at that
first General Assembly, attempted to
devise and have adoped the scheme of
a compensatory Swiss service to the
United Nations in exchange of a mem-
bership free from the conditions of
collective sanctions. Switzerland re-
fused to take part in such sanctions in
the name of her neutrality but re-
mained prepared to support the Organ-
isation by other means. This proposal
however fell on infertile ground and,
at a time when every country, includ-
ing the other neutral countries, were
filing for membership to the U.N.,
Switzerland stood firmly by her self-
appointed course, going it alone.

She was not as lonely as all that,
however, because the United Nations
settled down in Geneva, which became
the base of many of its subsidiary
organisations, all of which received the
support and membership of Switzer-
land.

Swiss neutrality can rightly be con-
sidered as something "special" insofar
as it is more than a pragmatic attitude,
the "freedom from alliances" advo-
cated by the Swedes. It has actually got
a distinct status in international law,
and is a clause firmly anchored both in
Swiss history and in the Federal Con-
stitution. It is cherished like federalism
and direct democracy and may rightly
be held as our national ideology and a
vital stone in the Swiss edifice. It was
not put in doubt in 1945 when the
majority of nations looked down on it
mistrustfully and our foreign-political
problem was to adapt this firmly estab-
lished principle to the realities of a
changing world.

What are these new realities?
Besides a new fact—the creation, with
the U.N., of a worldwide organisation
for the promotion of lasting peace,
three major changes have taken place
in the world since the end of the war.
The first was the creation of a Com-
munist block, comprising a totalitarian
Russia and the countries which she had



other and have encouraged a world
soh'f/aWry. This interdependence and
the necessity for solidarity cannot be
ignored. It was necessary that the right
answer should be found within the con-
cept of integral neutrality. This answer
was in effect "to be with no one in war,
to be with everybody in peace". The
first term was a legal "must" written
down in international law, the second
term was an "obligation" formulated
by the spirit and consistency of Swiss
neutrality. Not to take sides in war was
to be actively passive, just as war-
wagers were actively aggressive; to be

on everybody's side in peace was to
acknowledge the necessity of a renewed
solidarity between nations, and real-
istically, the only useful way of putting
neutrality into effect.

As a result Switzerland has been
willing to join every international effort
of a specifically non-political and mili-
tary nature and has been ready to
mediate between conflicting parties.
This she has done in the Korean and
Algerian crises.

liberated from Nazi Germany and was Regarding the problems of entry
now keeping under her own tutelage, to the European Economic Community,
China too had emerged as a nominal it is not only a definite attachment to
member of the Communist bloc. The neutrality which prevents Switzer-
second change has been forced as a land from applying for membership,
consequence of the first : by the emerg- Neutrality in itself would have been a

ence of a Communist menace, the sufficient obstacle because the emerg-
nations of the West have grouped to- ing United Europe are by no means to
gether in defensive alliance. But this become neutral, and the traditionally
was only a first and vital stage. To re- neutral Swiss could potentially be car-
cover from the blow of the war, the ried away in wars and alliances not of
countries of Europe had to co-operate their choosing. There are a host of
economically and were, for the first technical problems which full member-
time, linked in their common depend- ship would entail, but the real and
ence (through the Marshal Plan) of quite human reasons which have in-
America. Economic co-operation was spired Switzerland's decision have
embodied by such agreements as been that the aims of the Treaty of
GATT, OEEC and OCDE and the Rome were unacceptable as they re-
European Coal and Steel Community, quired an abdication of all the political
Finally, from economic co-operation values on which she was founded,
became political. The Common Mar- This aspect of the problem is not re-
ket then appears as the outcome of a lated to the policy of neutrality as such
development whose grain was sown in and Mr. Petitpierre did not dwell on
Moscow in 1948 and began as a it. He only expressed the personal view
security agreement in the face of a that Europe should be built along the
threatening Russia. The third and most lines suggested by Louis Armand in
far reaching transformation that has his book "Le Pari Européen". There
taken place since the war has been the the author demonstrates that a com-
emancipation of former colonies and mon Europe can only be built first by
the concurrent formation of a third sharing the institutions the least loaded
world with nutritional and develop- with the past. It is far easier, for ex-
ment problems. ample, to share common industrial in-

Mr. Petitpierre finds that the prin- stitutions as a first step than to attempt
ciples of Swiss neutrality as reaffirmed to found Europe on a common political
at the end of the war are still efficient system first. Switzerland joined the
today. But there should be a distinction Council of Europe in 1962, at a time
between wartime and peacetime neu- when it had already lost all political
trality. In wartime, the problem was significance and was merely a technical
easily resolved, since it only meant that assembly shorn of all real power. This
Switzerland was not going to join or decision had not even required a vote
favour any particular camp. In peace- by the people. Although, in Max Petit-
time the formula "to be with no one" nierre's view, the Council of Europe
could no longer apply and had to be had lost much of its meaning at the
transformed, without negating neutral- present time as the nucleus of Euro-
ity, into the motto "to be with every- pean Integration had shifted towards
body". the EEC, the Council afforded Swiss

The three basic changes in the parliamentarians the opportunity of
world's recent history have all achieved meeting their colleagues of other coun-
a most important result: they have tries and was therefore a very useful
made nations interdependent on each meeting place.
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Mr. Petitpierre concluded by re-
calling all the help which Switzerland
has been able to afford towards peace.
The effectiveness of this help was due
to the respect and credibility now en-
joyed by her neutrality. Mr. Petitpierre
was speaking for himself and his con-
ference was a kind of testament after
his 20 years as head of the Political De-
partment. In spite of the many argu-
ments militating in favour of a review
of this position, there is no indication
that it has been abandoned by those
who hold the reins of power nor by the
majority of those who understand what
Swiss neutrality is all about. A confer-
ence in the big auditorium of the Uni-
versity of Berne by the most outstand-
ing Swiss statesman of the post-war
era will have clarified this for the
students. They who listened to the
"elder statesman" realised that he still
stood by a policy of neutrality in
which he had lead the country through
the troubled post-war years; they also
knew that nothing short of a national
consensus will change this policy.

(TMR)

COMMENT
THE NEW GLOBE-TROTTERS

The practice of hospitality is one
of the points on which the outlook be-
tween the establishment and the new-
wave hippy way of life differs. It is one
thing for a Svengali who dwells in a
mud hut to offer hospitality to a lone
traveller, and another for the bourgeois
with a pride in his house. The hospit-
able savage will share a part of his rug
with the stranger, the bourgeois will
fret over his carpet or the free sofa in
his living room. The standards between
the two differ. In the same way, a Sven-
gali will not object to having to sleep
in the bath tub or on the garden lawn,
should he be harboured in a bourgeois
home. In fact, he wouldn't object to
innocently sleeping in the same room,
and bed, as the master and mistress of
the house. Thus the virtue of hospital-
ity appears easier to practice among
Svengalis and poor people in general,
because the trappings of a higher stan-
dard of living necessarily carry with
them certain standards of behaviour.
Having discovered the bedroom and
the bed, civilised man feels that he
cannot but accommodate his guests in
a bedroom and a bed. Having dis-
covered the mud hut and the dirt floor
the Svengali feels, quiet rightly, that
this is the best way of accommodating
his guests.

The hippy, and the youths who
adopt his style of life, have become
perfect Svengalis in their understanding
and use of hospitality with the impor-
tant difference that most of them do not
even own a mud hut.

This point of view can be illus-
trated by innumerable examples. A re-
cent personal case was that of the 18-
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